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Abstract
With the enormous growth of high performance computing (HPC) over the last
few decades, plasma physicists have gained access to a valuable instrument for
investigating turbulent plasma behaviour. In this thesis, these tools are utilised
for the study of particle transport in fusion devices of the tokamak variety.
The transport properties of impurities is a major part of the work. This is of high
relevance for the performance and optimisation of magnetic fusion devices. For
instance, the possible accumulation of He ash in the core of the reactor plasma
will serve to dilute the fuel, thus lowering fusion power. Heavier impurity species,
originating from the plasma-facing surfaces, may also accumulate in the core,
and wall-impurities of relatively low density may lead to unacceptable energy
losses in the form of radiation. In an operational power plant, such as the ITER
device, both impurities of low and high charge numbers will be present.
This thesis studies turbulent particle transport driven by two different modes
of drift wave turbulence: the trapped electron (TE) and ion temperature gra-
dient (ITG) modes. Results for ITG mode driven impurity transport are also
compared with experimental results from the Joint European Torus.
Principal focus is on the balance of convective and diffusive transport, as quan-
tified by the stationary density gradient of zero flux (“peaking factor”, PF ).
Quasi- and nonlinear results are obtained using the gyrokinetic code GENE,
and compared with results from a computationally efficient multi-fluid model.
The results are scalings of PF with the driving background gradients of temper-
ature and density, and other parameters, including plasma shape and sheared
toroidal rotation.
Keywords: fusion, plasma physics, tokamaks, gyrokinetics, turbulence, impurity
transport, ITG, TEM, Joint European Torus, e-science
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“It always takes twice as long as you
think. Even if you double your esti-
mate. Something of a natural law.”
Mr J. J. Tobias [1]
Part I
Summary

1
Introduction
1.1 Nuclear fusion
In a conventional nuclear power plant, the fuel consists of heavy elements whose
nuclei split and form lighter atoms, in what is known as fission. Fusion, on the
other hand, is the nuclear process where two lighter nuclei combine to form a
heavier element. This does not happen naturally on Earth, but elsewhere in
the universe it is commonplace: it is fusion that powers the stars. This was
realised around the 1920s by Sir Arthur Eddington, and the dream of utilising
this process for energy production was kindled at the same time [2].
Though fusion and fission power require very different operating scenarios, the
fundamental principle that allows both fusion and fission to occur and release
energy is the same. As can be seen in figure 1.1, the mass of an atom is not
simply the sum of its nucleons – its neutrons and protons. This phenomenon is
called the mass defect. [3] As neutrons and protons are added to or subtracted
from an element, the combined mass is decreased if the product is closer to
the minimum in the figure. The most common isotope of iron, 56Fe, has been
highlighted (2) in the figure. As can be seen, iron is at the minimum of the
mass curve, meaning that it is the element with the least mass per nucleon.
By Einstein’s relation E = mc2 [4] mass is a form of energy, wherefore the de-
crease in mass is also a decrease in energy, and generally, decreased energy means
increased stability. The tendency of elements combining or falling apart to form
more “iron like” elements is spontaneous, in the sense that it is statistically more
likely to occur than the opposite. This can be understood from figure 1.1, by
observing that in order to bring an element away from the minimum, mass in
the form of energy has to be supplied from somewhere. The conservation of
energy – one of the most fundamental principles in all of Physics – demands
1
that the missing mass be turned into other forms of energy, and it is this energy
that is captured in nuclear power plants of both varieties. The typical fuel for
fusion and fission are represented in figure 1.1 by the two highlighted isotopes
2H and 238U (Uranium) respectively. The 2H is the isotope of Hydrogen called
“heavy Hydrogen”, which is more commonly known as Deuterium and denoted
D in plasma physics. As can be seen, the energy that can potentially be gained
by fusing light elements is many times greater per nucleon, and hence per kilo-
gramme of fuel, than that which fission yields.1 This is one of the reasons why
fusion as a power source is so attractive.
That the fusion process is essentially spontaneous does not mean, however, that
it is easy to accomplish. Whereas fission happens spontaneously on Earth, fusion
requires much more exotic circumstances. In fission power plants, the nuclear
process is mediated by neutrons, whereas for fusion to occur, the electrostatic
repulsion between the positively charged nuclei needs to be overcome. Methods
of accomplishing this normally require either extreme temperatures, extreme
pressure, or a combination of the two. At sufficiently high temperature, colli-
sions between atoms will be energetic enough to separate the electrons from the
nuclei, creating ions. If the frequency of recombining collisions is sufficiently
low compared to the frequency of ionising collisions, a plasma is the result [6],
meaning that it is easier to ionise a thin gas than a dense one. For fusion to
occur, however, the resulting ions need to collide with enough force, that they
break through the repulsive potential of the nuclear charges. The probability of
a nuclear reaction to occur is quantified by the cross section for the reaction.
The most favourable cross section for fusion is obtained for the fusion between
Deuterium and Tritium (3H) in the reaction [3, 6]:
D + T ≡ 2H + 3H −→ 4He + n + 17.6 MeV (1.1)
where 4He is an ordinary Helium ion, more often referred to as an α-particle,
and n is a neutron. The total excess energy from the reaction in equation (1.1) is
17.6 MeV, distributed on the fusion products according to their mass, so that the
total momentum is conserved, meaning that ∼ 4/5 of the energy is deposited
on the neutron. Because the neutron is uncharged, it is not confined by the
magnetic fields used to contain the plasma, and will therefore leave the core
region, depositing it energy in the wall of the plasma chamber, which is how
energy will be extracted in a working power plant. The α-particles, on the other
hand, will be caught in the magnetic field and, through collisions, deposit their
excess energy to the fuel ions, heating the plasma. Efficient α-particle heating
is a key component in achieving self-sustained nuclear fusion. Unfortunately,
Tritium is not a stable isotope of Hydrogen. It is radioactive with a half-life of
1 The scale in figure 1.1 is in eV, or electron Volts. 1 eV ≈ 1.6 · 10−19 J, meaning that you
would need roughly 2.5 · 1019 eV to heat 1 g of water 1 ◦C, but considering that Deuterium
atoms are ∼ 1.5 · 1026 to a kilo, there is still a lot of energy in one nuclear reaction [5].
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Figure 1.1: Mass defect for the stable nuclei. Deuterium (2H; 4) and Uranium
(238U; D) are indicated. Spontaneous fusion and fission moves towards the energy mini-
mum (56Fe; 2). Based on data from [9] and [3].
12.33 years, and so must be manufactured. This can for instance be by breeding
from Lithium, an element that is abundant in the Earth’s crust [3, 5, 7, 8].
A striking example of fusion in Nature is the sun, which relies on the force of
gravity to create the immense pressure needed for the fusion of protons and
other elements to occur, which is the process that makes it and all other stars
shine. The circumstances under which fusion can take place are very exotic from
an Earthly stand-point, and very difficult to produce in a laboratory. Creating
the conditions of allow for a high enough fusion cross section requires highly
specialised devices and knowledge, which is why the engineering and science
aspects of fusion research are both very important.
1.2 Fusion plasmas
1.2.1 The fourth state of matter
Super-heating or sufficiently depressurising a gas will eventually, through the
processes outlined in section 1.1, lead to the separation of the electrons from the
atoms in the material, resulting in an ionised gas – a plasma. In analogy with
the solid, liquid and gaseous states of matter, plasmas are often referred to as
the fourth state of matter.
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A more rigorous definition of a plasma is that
“[a] plasma is a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral particles
which exhibits collective behaviour” [6],
where quasineutral means that the plasma is electrically neutral when viewed
from a distance, but may exhibit charge fluctuations on small scales. In many
ways a fluid,2 plasmas are subject to the already complicated laws of fluid me-
chanics, but their behaviour becomes even more embroiled by the electromag-
netic properties of the plasma, which introduce long range effects not present in
other media. These effects are what lead to collective behaviour in the plasma,
and this property is the most important difference between a partly ionised gas
and a proper plasma. The intermingling of these two areas of physics further
implies, that acoustic and electromagnetic waves coexist in the plasma, but of-
ten on very different time and length scales. This makes both analytical and
numerical studies of the governing equations very challenging, if one wishes to
capture the entirety of this intricate interplay.
Though exotic in many ways, plasmas exist in our everyday surroundings: in
fluorescent tubes, neon signs and modern television sets. The kind of plasmas
that occur naturally on Earth are rarer, but not uncommon. The Northern3
lights and lightning are perhaps the most well known examples. Fusion plasmas,
however, need to be much hotter in order to have a high enough fusion cross
section for fusion power to be feasible. In order to sustain a fusion grade plasma
in a laboratory or a reactor, it needs to be separated from the surroundings; it
needs to be confined.
In the sun and the stars, the confinement is accomplished by gravity, where the
mass of the stellar body is enough to create the pressure needed for the fusion
process to be self sustained. This is not, however, an option for earthbound
plasmas.4 Instead, research into confining plasmas is divided into two main
areas: magnetic and inertial confinement. The first method is the topic of this
thesis.
1.2.2 Confinement – the “Tokamak”
In the presence of a magnetic field, charged particles will experience a force
perpendicular to their velocity and to the magnetic field. Because the force is
always at a right angle to the velocity, it can not lead to an increase in the kinetic
energy of the particle, but only change its direction. This means that the parti-
cles will be confined to move in orbits around the magnetic field lines, but they
remain free to move parallel to the field. In order to fully confine the particles,
the parallel motion has to be restricted as well. This can be accomplished by
increasing the magnetic field at the edges of the device, creating what is called
2in physics, the term fluid is used for both liquids and gasses, as opposed to solids
3and, of course, Southern
4consider that Jupiter is in many ways a “failed” star: that the mass of the gas giant is too
small to ignite its Hydrogen core illustrates the futility of gravitational confinement on Earth
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the origin of the helical magnetic field lines in a tokamak. The
toroidal (Bφ;↖) and poloidal (Bθ;↙) components of the total (Btot;←) magnetic field
are indicated. Neither Bφ nor Bθ have the necessary twist, but their sum Btot is a field
whose field lines spiral around the torus. This helicity has been exaggerated in the figure by
choosing a safety factor q ≈ r
R
Bφ
Bθ
= 0.35; for the scenarios in this thesis q ∼ 2 typically.
The surfaces spanned by the field lines of Btot for different (minor) radii are referred to as
flux surfaces. In most modern tokamaks these are not circular, see figure 1.3. The poloidal
magnetic field is induced by the plasma current (J ; !) running along the toroidal axis of
the plasma. Also indicated are the major (R; −→) and minor (r; ↗) radii.
a “magnetic mirror”. Though this will cause many particles to bounce back into
the core of the plasma, it can be shown that particle losses at the ends of the
device are unavoidable [6]. Therefore, most research into potential power plant
designs have been devoted to the study of toroidal magnetic geometries – instead
of tying off the ends of the magnetic field, the field lines are bent into a ring,
closing on themselves. The toroidal configuration is illustrated in figure 1.2.
Since the ends are eliminated this way, so are the end losses; however, this
setup comes with its own difficulties, stemming from the inhomogeneity of the
magnetic field. For a simple toroidal magnetic field, it can be shown that, due
to a combination of effects due to the gradient and curvature of the magnetic
field, the plasma will tend to be expelled from the core, toward the outside of the
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torus [6, 7]. This problem can be solved by introducing a twist (or “helicity”)
in the magnetic field, so that the field lines – and the particles following them
– spend time on both the in- and the outside of the device. In that way, the
particles pushed toward the edge of the plasma when on one side of the torus,
will be pushed back into the core when on the other side.
The twist is created by adding a field in the poloidal direction to the toroidal field;
their sum will be a field with field lines spiralling around the torus. Figure 1.2
presents an illustration of how the helical field lines are generated. The first
method of inducing this twist utilised external coils for both the poloidal and
the toroidal magnetic fields. The devices were called “stellarators”, referring to
the ambition of reproducing the workings of the sun and her stellar sisters here
on Earth. Though stellarator research is a very active field (see e.g. [10, 11]),
due to the difficulties of creating a favourable magnetic geometry by external
means, most research since the sixties has shifted toward what is known as
the “tokamak”,5 a configuration where the twist is accomplished by running a
current through the core of the plasma. The current is induced by using the
plasma – a very good conductor due to the free mobility of the electrons – as a
the secondary winding of a transformer.6 The relationship between the plasma
current and the helicity of the magnetic field lines is illustrated in figure 1.2.
This axial current then creates the poloidal field through Ampere’s law [5]. The
rate of the helicity is measured by a parameter called the safety factor (q), which
can be seen as the number of toroidal turns a magnetic field line make in one
poloidal turn. It is directly proportional to the ratio of the toroidal magnetic field
strength (Bφ) to the poloidal magnetic field strength (Bθ) [13], see figure 1.2.
For reasons of stability, the cross section of the plasma is not circular in modern
tokamaks, but elongated and D-shaped, as illustrated in figure 1.3.
A drawback of this method of introducing a helical twist in the magnetic field
is that the electromagnetic field driving the plasma current is proportional to
the change in the magnetic flux, as described by Faraday’s law of induction [5].
Therefore, the current can only be induced as long as the magnetic flux in-
creases, which it cannot do indefinitely. Eventually the transformer core will
saturate, and the plasma current can then no longer be sustained. Though there
are advanced operating scenarios under investigation that may circumvent this,
tokamak operations are currently limited to pulsed mode. This is not a problem
5“Tokamak” is an acronym for “toroidalnaya kamera s magnitnaya katushka”, which is
Russian for “toroidal chamber with magnetic coils” [2]. In some older works, however, one
can instead read that it originates from “toroidalnaya kamera s aksialnym magnitnym polem”,
or “toroidal chamber with axial magnetic field” [12]. Both acronyms are suitably descriptive
of the device: the tokamak was developed in the Soviet Union in the middle of last century,
and is indeed a toroidal chamber, with magnetic coils generating a magnetic field along the
toroidal axis of the chamber. But this is common to all toroidal magnetic confinement devices
– including stellarators – and so the name does not cut to the core of what sets the tokamak
design apart from the others: the current creating the poloidal field.
6this also helps to heat the plasma through resistive (or “ohmic”) heating, though at high
temperatures the plasma is too good a conductor for this to be the only heating mechanism
6
Figure 1.3: The shape of the plasma cross section from JET experiment (dis-
charge #67330). The image shows the surfaces of constant magnetic flux. The plasma
shows a slight D-shape, with mostly elongation and low triangularity (κ = 1.37 and
δ = 0.044).
for the study of plasma dynamics, which involve time scales much shorter than
the pulse time, but certainly a drawback when it comes to power production.
1.2.3 Stability and quality of the confined plasma
Plasma confinement is a precarious process, only possible for precisely tuned
parameters. One such parameter is the so called plasma β, which expresses the
ratio of the particle pressure to the confining magnetic pressure. This parameter
cannot exceed a few percent in tokamaks, or the plasma will be subject to
large scale instabilities and disrupt, losing confinement almost at once [7, 13].
Pressure is related to the particle density and the temperature through the
Boltzmann constant: p = nekBT [5].7 Therefore, an increase in either the
number of particles or temperature would proportionally increase the pressure,
eventually bringing it above the β-limit.
Though the β-limit puts a severe constraint on the operating regimes available
to achieve fusion power, it also makes the process inherently safe from anything
like a nuclear melt-down. “Disruption” and “loss of confinement” may sound
dire enough, considering that the temperature of the plasma can reach in excess
of a hundred million degrees Celsius. The actual energy content of the plasma,
however, is very modest, which can also be seen from the definition of pressure.
Dimensionally, pressure is a measure of the energy density in a fluid. For a
7the subset e is for electrons, which is conventionally used, since the electron density in a
fully ionised gas is a measure of the ion density, regardless of the number of ion species
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typical fusion plasma in ITER [14], the particle density will be ne ≈ 1020 m−3
for a volume of V ≈ 103 m3, and the temperature will be roughly T ≈ 108 K.
With kB ≈ 10−23 J/K, combining these gives an energy density of approximately
105 J/m3. This is equivalent to 103 kPa, which is of the same order as the normal
atmospheric pressure at sea level.8
Based on the energy content of the plasma, a measure of the quality of the
confinement can be defined as the quotient of the energy content E and the power
input Pin needed to sustain the plasma at that level of energy: τE ≡ E/Pin,
which has the dimension time. This is a measure of how quickly the energy
would be lost, if power were not supplied, and is therefore called the energy
confinement time. By dimensional arguments it can be shown that the power
balance leads to a requirement for net energy production of τEne > (τEne)c,
for some critical value (τEne)c [13]. This is called the Lawson criterion, and
expresses the condition for power break-even. A more concrete performance
parameter is that of the “fusion triple product”: neTτE > (neTτE)c, valid in
the temperature range considered for fusion. The triple product is a condition
for a self sustained plasma, meaning that the necessary power to heat the plasma
comes from the α particles generated by fusion events.9 In fusion experiments,
the achieved triple product has been increasing exponentially over time since
the dawn of fusion research, and the ITER device currently under construction
is expected to continue this trend, with an estimated output power of five to
ten times the input power [3, 7, 14]. Because of stability requirements, such
as the β-limit mentioned above, the particle density and temperature are both
restricted. Therefore, significantly increasing the Lawson parameter or the fusion
triple product requires increasing the energy confinement time, which requires
an understanding of the transport mechanisms at work.
1.3 Plasma impurities
Impurities – any ions that are not part of the fuel – tend to dilute the fuel,
making collisions that produce fusion rarer, and thus reducing the fusion power.
Heavier elements also tend to cool the plasma through radiative processes. Their
high nuclear charge make them hard to ionise fully, even at the temperatures of
a fusion plasma, and the electrons remaining bound to the impurity can then,
rather than separate from the nucleus, respond to a collision by jumping to a
higher electron orbit [15]. As the electrons relax, returning to the lower energy
levels, they lose the energy gained in the collision, which is released in the form
of photons. This is called line radiation, because the frequencies of the released
8the energy associated with the free electrons has been neglected here: the ionisation energy
for Hydrogen is ∼ 10 eV, which translates to roughly 102 J/m3, so this contribution is negligible
compared to the thermal energy of the ions
9both the Lawson criterion and the fusion triple product are valid measures of the quality of
fusion plasmas for magnetically as well as inertially confined fusion plasmas, but in magnetic
confinement fusion ne is typically small and τe large, while the opposite holds for inertial
confinement fusion
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photons correspond to lines in the light spectrum characteristic to the element
that produced them. Since some heavy elements may never be fully ionised, line
radiation can continue indefinitely. Therefore, even a small dilution of heavy
impurities, can lead to significant energy losses in the plasma.
There are mainly three potential sources of impurities: the first being the walls
of the reactor chamber. Due to the different roles played by different parts
of the walls, they contribute both light and heavy impurities. The divertors,
for instance, need to withstand the heavy power loads from energetic particles,
and are therefore made of heavy metals such as Tungsten (W; nuclear charge
Z = 72). Because of the danger of line radiation, using an element as heavy as
Tungsten is not practical for all of the chamber, and hence lighter candidates
with high heat resilience are used elsewhere. For example, at the Joint European
Torus (JET, [16]) the new ITER-like wall project was recently initiated, testing
the feasibility of using a coating of the light metal Beryllium (Be, nuclear charge
Z = 4) on the plasma facing first wall of the reactor chamber [17].
Not all impurities, however, are contaminants. The second main source of plasma
impurities is injections of particles for control purposes. Here the cooling mech-
anisms are beneficial to the operation of the fusion reactor. By injecting inert
gasses such as Argon (Ar, Z = 18) that radiate energy, the heat load on com-
ponents such as the divertors can be spread out, protecting them from wearing
out [18]. Impurities are also injected for experimental purposes, in order to study
their transport properties.
Finally, the fuel ions will, in a working power plant, be diluted by the steady
production of α-particles (sometimes referred to as “Helium ash”) through fusion
reactions.
Of major concern is the transport properties of heat, momentum and particles,
e.g. whether different kinds (or “species”) of impurities will experience an inward
or an outward transport. Simulations of this is the main topic in this thesis.
1.4 Transport processes
Understanding the transport of particles, heat, momentum etc. in fusion plas-
mas is a very important topic of research. As mentioned above, controlling the
transport properties of the plasma may be the only way forward when it comes
to increasing the fusion efficiency, as measured by the Lawson parameter and
the fusion triple product (section 1.2.3).
In fluids, it is common to describe the transport as consisting of diffusion and
convection.10 Diffusion is the (seemingly) random spreading of a quantity in a
fluid. It can often be understood as being mediated by collisions in the flow
leading to a dispersive random walk [19]. Diffusive transport is driven by gradi-
10advection is often used in place of convection, using convection to mean the sum of advec-
tive and diffusive transport
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ents, and so diffusion is directed from areas of abundance, to areas of scarcity.
Thereby diffusion tends to even out profiles of temperature, density etc.
The convective part of the transport relates to bulk motion of particles in a
fluid. It can either be up or down gradient, depending on the situation. In
fusion plasmas, an net convective velocity is often referred to as a “pinch”.
Transport is often separated into classical and anomalous transport, where clas-
sical refers to transport dominated by collisions, whereas all other observed
transport is termed anomalous [20]. Experiments have shown that, for most re-
gions of the fusion plasma, anomalous transport clearly dominates over classical
transport [20]. The most common example of anomalous transport in plasmas
is turbulent transport. Turbulence is often associated with strong gradients,
which represent free energy within a system that can drive instabilities. It is
difficult to envision any situation in Classical Physics, where the gradients are
more pronounced than in a modern magnetic confinement fusion device; however,
turbulence is a very common phenomenon in all of Nature. This has therefore
been a topic of study for scientists and engineers for the better part of three
hundred years, but its nonlinear character means that studying the effects of
turbulence is very challenging. One main feature of turbulence is the interaction
and interchange between different time and length scales, meaning that turbu-
lent transport cannot be properly described by simple convection and diffusion.
Locally, however, this approximation can be valid, when looking at space and
time averaged fluxes [21–24]. The turbulent transport then manifests itself as
effective diffusivities and pinches, valid for particular minor radii.
All turbulent dynamics exhibit nonlinearities, making exact analytical solutions
to equations of motion hard to come by. This necessitates the application of
numerical methods. To aid researchers when predicting and interpreting exper-
imental outcomes, numerical tools have been developed to study the transport.
Both dedicated transport solvers and more general plasma codes are used to
this end. The study of plasma physics using such tools is the main topic in this
thesis.
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Turbulent particle transport
2.1 ITG and TE mode turbulence
In most regions of fusion plasmas, turbulent transport dominates over classical
transport [20]. This turbulence has important and non-trivial effects on e.g.
the quality of the energy confinement – effects that are hard to tackle both
analytically and numerically.
The origin of turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas is fluctuations in the
plasma. Crucially, the magnitude of the transport does not only depend on the
the magnitude of the fluctuations, but also on the extent of the phase correlation
between the fluctuating quantities. For instance, for a net particle flux, the
fluctuation in the velocity field needs to be accompanied by a fluctuation in the
particle density that is correlated with the velocity fluctuation.
For the linear modes driving the turbulence considered in this thesis – ion tem-
perature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron (TE) modes in low β plasmas –
the perturbation can can be considered to be mainly electrostatic. Both the
ITG and the TE mode are examples of so called reactive drift wave modes, a
class of low frequency micro-instabilities, driven by the free energy associated
with the gradients of temperature and density. They are both associated with
length scales known to cause transport (kθρs ≈ 0.3),1 and their mode frequen-
cies are of the same order as the magnetic and diamagnetic drift frequencies
(ωr ∼ ωD, ω∗).
These instabilities can be understood as analogous to the Rayleigh–Taylor insta-
bility, where a dense fluid is supported by a less dense fluid against the influence
of gravity [6, 7, 13]. This is the case on the low-field outboard side of the toka-
1Please see table 2.1 for some definitions used throughout this chapter!
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Table 2.1: A collection of plasma quantities used in the text; † denotes particle drifts
ρj
√
Tj
2mjΩ2cj
Larmor radius of species j
ρs
√
Te
miΩ
2
ci
Larmor radius at sound speed
vTj
√
Tj
2mj
thermal velocity for species j
cs
√
Te
mi
ion sound speed
Ωcj
qjB
mj
cyclotron frequency for species j
ωDj = k · vDj 2 k⊥TjqjB
∇B
B
magnetic (∇B+c) drift frequency for species j
ω∗j = k · v∗j k⊥TjqjB
∇nj
nj
diamagnetic drift frequency for species j
vE
E×B
B2 E ×B drift velocity†
v∇Bj µmjΩcj
B×∇B
B
∇B drift velocity for species j†
vcj
v2‖
ΩcjB
B×∇B
B
curvature drift velocity for species j†
mak, which for its propensity for driving instabilities is called the bad curvature
region. The poloidal variation of the density and temperature perturbations
will therefore have maxima on the outside, and minima on the inside, which is
referred to as ballooning [7, 25]. The perturbations associated with these in-
stabilities are such that δXj/Xj  1, but ∇δXj/∇Xj ∼ 1, where X is e.g.
temperature (Tj) , density (nj) or electric potential (φ).
The ITG mode is destabilised when the ratio between the density and tem-
perature gradient scale lengths, ηi = Lni/LTi exceeds a critical value, which
is typically of the order ηi ≈ 3–5. This instability is therefore commonly re-
ferred to as the ηi-mode. The instability can be understood as arising from a
fluctuation in the temperature (δTi), which under the influence of the poloidal
magnetic drift causes a response in the ion density. Ions in regions perturbed to
a higher temperature will have a higher magnetic drift velocity. A density per-
turbation (δni) is thus formed, where ions congregate downwind of the positive
temperature perturbations, while the upwind side is depleted.
Assuming that δTi is periodic, δni is therefore out of phase with δT . The
electrons, on the other hand, can be considered adiabatic, and their density per-
turbation follows the Boltzmann distribution, with δne/n = eδφ/Te. This per-
turbation is in phase with δni in order to fulfil quasineutrality (equation (2.8)).
The electrostatic potential (δφ) associated with δne results in an electric field
(E) across δTi in the poloidal direction. This will in turn lead to a drift velocity
perpendicular to E and to the magnetic field (B), i.e. in the radial direction.
This drift is the E ×B drift (vE). It will act on the temperature perturbation,
and thus closing the feedback loop.
In the bad curvature region the effect is such, that hot particles will be trans-
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ported out into the already hot areas, while cold particles from further out are
transported in to the colder regions, thus creating a positive feedback.
The origin of the TE mode instability is qualitatively similar in nature to the ori-
gin of the ITG mode, but here the electrons trapped in banana orbits in the bad
curvature region participate, taking the role of the ions. Whereas the ITG mode
is destabilised by the ion temperature gradient, the TE mode instability can be
driven by both the electron density and temperature gradients.
2.2 Kinetic description of the fusion plasma
Deriving expressions for the drift velocities and the density responses etc. can
be done using different theoretical frameworks. In kinetic theory the plasma
is described through distribution functions of velocity and position for each of
the included plasma species. The principal equation for describing the time-
evolution of the particle distribution functions is the Fokker–Planck (or Boltz-
mann) equation. For species j – main ions, electrons and impurities – this is
written
∂fj
∂t
+ v · ∇xfj + ej
mj
(E + v ×B) · ∇vfj = Cj (fj) , (2.1)
where fj = fj(x, v) is the distribution function, ej and mj are the charge
and mass of the species, and E and B are the total electric and magnetic fields,
including small scale perturbations. Cj(fj) on the right hand side contains a col-
lision operator which describes the Coulomb interactions of the particles. When
this is neglected, the equation is often referred to as the Vlasov (or collisionless
Boltzmann) equation.
The electric and magnetic fields are determined by Maxwell’s equations [5]:
∇ ·E =
∑
j
ρj
0
, (2.2)
−µ00 ∂E
∂t
+∇×B =
∑
j
µ0jj , (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.4)
∇×E + ∂B
∂t
= 0. (2.5)
These couple to equation (2.1) through the charge density (ρj) and current (jj),
which are obtained from the zeroth and first order velocity moments of the
particle distribution function (fj):
ρj (x) = qjnj (x) = qj
∫
d3v fj (x,v) , (2.6)
jj (x) = qjnj (x)vj (x) = qj
∫
d3v vfj (x,v) , (2.7)
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where qj is the charge of species j.
For the ion-scale low-frequency phenomena of interest in this thesis, Gauss’
equation (equation 2.2) is replaced to lowest order by quasineutrality [7]:∑
j
qjδnj ≈ 0. (2.8)
In electrostatic cases (β ≈ 0), the situation is further simplified, in that only
quasineutrality is necessary to get the density responses.
2.2.1 Gyrokinetics
Equation (2.1) together with the Maxwell equations give a complete descrip-
tion of the time evolution of the plasma, however, for the purpose of turbulence
modelling some simplifications are useful. The kinetic equations are inherently
six-dimensional; however, in magnetically confined fusion plasmas the confined
particles are generally constrained to fast orbits along field lines. This moti-
vates performing an average over the gyration, reducing the problem to five-
dimensional gyrokinetic equations [26–29]. Since the equations governing the
evolution of the distributions are all coupled, the resulting decrease in numerical
complexity is considerable. Even more importantly, the gyro-average relaxes the
need to temporal scales much shorter than the inverse ion cyclotron frequency
(1/Ωci).
There are some requirements that need to be fulfilled, for this simplification of
the equations to be appropriate. First of all, the Larmor gyro-radii (ρ) of the
plasma species have to be small compared to the system size and gradient scale
lengths (R, Ln and LT ), and the associated cyclotron frequencies (Ω) have to
be large compared to the frequency of the turbulent fluctuations (ω). Second,
the fast motion of the particles along the field lines lead to the requirement
that the typical wave length of the parallel structure of the turbulence (1/k‖) is
much longer than the perpendicular ditto (1/k⊥) Finally, the energy associated
with turbulent fluctuations (qδφ) needs to be small compared to the thermal
background energy (T ). The first condition defines a smallness parameter  ≡
ρ/R, and all the ratios are taken to be of this order. This is called the gyrokinetic
ordering, which generally holds for the core of tokamak plasmas, but may be
inappropriate nearer the edge [27, 30]. Formally, this can be written:
 = ρ
R
∼ ρ
Ln
∼ ρ
LT
∼ ω
Ω
∼ k‖
k⊥
∼ q δφ
T
 1. (2.9)
By performing the average of the particles’ gyrations around the field lines,
keeping terms up to O (), an equation following the centre of the gyration – the
guiding centre X – rather than the explicit orbits can be obtained. This reduces
the velocity space coordinates from three to two directions: parallel velocity
(v‖) and magnetic moment (µ = mjv2⊥/2B). Neglecting collisions, µ becomes
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an adiabatic invariant and can be treated as a parameter, further reducing the
problem by one dimension. In this limit, the gyrokinetic Fokker-Planck equation
can be written [31]:
∂Fj
∂t
+
(
v‖ +
B0
B∗0‖
(vE + v∇B0 + vc)
)
·(
∇Fj + 1
mjv‖
(
qjδE − µ∇
(
B0 + δB¯‖
)) ∂Fj
∂v‖
)
= C¯j(F ), (2.10)
where Fj(X, v‖, µ) is the gyro-averaged distribution function, δE and δB are the
perturbed electric and magnetic fields, B∗0‖ = (∇× (A0 + mjqjB0 v‖B0)) ·B0/B0,
and over-bar denotes gyroaveraging; the particle drift velocities can be seen in
table 2.1, where E in vE should be replaced by −∇χj , the gradient of the
gyro-modified potential χj = φ¯+ v‖δA¯‖ + (1/qj)δB¯‖.
This equation together with the gyroaveraged Maxwell’s equations for the per-
turbed fields ((2.3)–(2.5)) form the gyrokinetic description of turbulent trans-
port. As state above, quasineutrality (equation (2.8)) can safely replace Gauss’
law (equation (2.2)) for the spatial scales considered in this thesis.
2.3 Fluid description of the plasma
By calculating the velocity moments of the particle distribution function, fluid
quantities such as density, pressure etc. can be obtained. The zeroth and first
moments are the density (nj) and velocity (vj). These were calculated in equa-
tions (2.6) and (2.7) above. The dynamics are obtained in the same way, by
taking the moments of the Fokker–Planck equation. The zeroth, first and sec-
ond order moment yields the equations of continuity, momentum balance and
energy [7, 32]:
∂nj
∂t
+∇ · (njvj) = 0. (2.11)
mjnj
∂vj
∂t
+mjnjvj · ∇vj = njqj (E + vj ×B) +∇pj −∇ ·Πj , (2.12)
3
2
(
∂
∂t
+ vj · ∇
)
pj +
5
2pj∇ · vj +Πj : ∇vj +∇ · qj = 0, (2.13)
where Πj is the stress tensor and : is the inner tensor product, qj is the heat
flux, pj is the plasma pressure, and collisions and sources have been neglected.
As can be seen in equation (2.11), the zeroth order equation depends on the
first order moment. It is a property of all the moment equations, that they
depend on a higher order moment, wherefore the system needs to be truncated
by an appropriate closure in order to be tractable [7]. In the Weiland model,
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used in Paper I, Paper II and Paper III, the fluid hierarchy is truncated at the
diamagnetic heatflow, with [7]:
qj = q∗j =
5
2
pj
mjΩcj
B ×∇Tj
B
. (2.14)
In addition to making the workings of the plasma more accessible, by reintroduc-
ing familiar physical concepts such as pressure and density, fluid models are also
several orders of magnitude more computationally efficient. There are however
inherently kinetic effects that are not reproduced by fluid models, most notably
kinetic resonances that are important in many circumstances.
2.4 Transport
In the case of a purely electrostatic perturbation, the particle flux of ion species
j can formally be written [20]:
Γj = 〈δnjvE〉 , (2.15)
where δnj is the perturbation in the density of species j and vE is the E ×B
drift velocity [7]. The angled brackets imply a time and space average, which
includes contributions from ITG and TE modes. Performing the average in equa-
tion (2.15) for a fixed length scale kθρs of the turbulence, leads to an expression
of the following form:
RΓj
nj
= Dj
R
Lnj
+DTj
R
LTj
+Du
R
Lu
+RVp,j . (2.16)
The first term on the right hand side of equation (2.16) corresponds to ordinary
diffusion, while the next three together form the off-diagonal pinch. The second
term is thermodiffusion, the third roto-diffusion, and the third is the convective
velocity or “pure convection”. Here R/LXj = −R∇X/X, where X = nj , Tj , u,
are the logarithmic gradients of density and temperature for species j, and of
the toroidal velocity profile, normalised to R – the major radius of the tokamak.
The pinch here contains contributions from curvature and parallel compression
effects, however, the thermodiffusive term in equation (2.16) is sometimes re-
ferred to as the thermopinch and included in the convective velocity, so as not
to confuse it with the proper (i.e. density gradient driven) diffusion. These
terms have been described in detail in previous works, see e.g. [21–23] and Pa-
per I and Paper II in this thesis.
In general equation 2.16 is not linear, since the diffusion coefficients and the
convective pinch term depend on the gradients. There is, however, an important
special case – trace impurities – where the relation is truly linear. For trace
amounts of an impurity Z,2 the impurity dynamics have no effect on the tur-
bulence, and therefore DZ , DTZ , Du and Vp,Z are independent of the impurity
2Z refers to the charge number of the impurity
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gradients [21]. The relationship of PF to DZ and RVZ = DTZR/LTZ + RVp,Z
is illustrated in figure 3.3.
2.5 Peaking factors
In the core of a steady-state plasma with fuelling from the edge (i.e. no in-
ternal particle sinks or sources), the particle flux Γj will go to zero. Solving
equation (2.16) for R/Lnj with Γj = 0 yields the steady-state gradient of zero
particle flux. Since this is a measure of how peaked the density profile is at
steady state, we refer to this as the peaking factor for species j:
PFj ≡ R
Lnj
∣∣∣∣
Γ=0
= −RVj
Dj
, (2.17)
where Vj is the total pinch, including contributions from the thermopinch and
roto-diffusion. As can be seen on the right hand side of the equation, this is
a measure of the balance between convective and diffusive particle transport.3
Specifically, the sign of the peaking factor is determined by the sign of the pinch,
meaning that PFj > 0 is indicative of a net inward particle pinch, giving a
peaked density profile. Conversely, if PFj < 0 the net particle pinch is outward,
leading to a hollow density profile. The latter condition is called a flux reversal,
and conditions leading to this are of particular interest for impurity transport,
since an accumulation of impurities in the core of the plasma should preferably
be avoided (see section 1.3).
Since, as discussed in section 2.1 above, equation 2.16 is linearly dependent on
the impurity density gradient in the trace impurity limit, equation 2.17 can be
solved by computing the impurity flux for different values of R/LnZ . This is
detailed in section 3.2.2 and illustrated in figure 3.3. The contribution to PFZ
from the thermopinch can be found by similar means, as discussed in section 3.2.3
and illustrated in figure 4.3.
2.6 Contributions to the convective pinch
Much of the observed variation in the impurity transport – in particular the
difference between TE and ITG mode dominated cases – can be understood
from the convective velocity Vj = DTj1/LTj + Vp,j in equation (2.16). It has
been observed that both the pure convection and the thermodiffusion have op-
posite signs for electrons and impurities in both ITG mode and TE mode driven
turbulence [35, 36]. Specifically, in the curvature/∇B driven branches of the
instabilities, which are the branches studied in this thesis, we have [36]:
• thermodiffusion (DTj ) is
3this number is also sometimes referred to the Pe´clet number [33, 34]
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the importance of the second order contribution to the impurity
thermopinch (DTZ1/LTZ ; equation (2.18)) for different real frequencies (ωr). In the
ITG mode driven case, the impurity thermopinch is strictly outward (DTZ1/LTZ > 0)
for high mode frequencies ( a), but changes to inward (DTZ1/LTZ < 0) for lower charge
numbers (Z) as ωr is reduced and the second order term comes into dominance ( b),
until it is mostly negative ( c). For the TE mode driven case ( d) ωr < 0, wherefore the
thermopinch is inward for all impurities.
– inward for electrons and outward for impurities in ITG mode,
– outward for electrons and inward for impurities in TE mode,
• pure convection (Vp,j) is inward for electrons and impurities in both modes,
• collisions create an outward electron and impurity pinch in ITG mode and
an inward electron and impurity pinch in TE mode,
• sheared toroidal rotation creates an outward electron and impurity pinch
in ITG mode and an inward impurity pinch in TE mode.
For the impurity transport, it is possible to make a more quantitative analysis.
The pinch contains two terms that to lowest order depend on the impurity charge
number Z. These are [21] the thermopinch (DTZ ∼ 1/Z) and parallel impurity
compression (V‖,Z ∼ (Z/AZ) k2‖ ∼ Z/
(
AZq
2) ≈ 1/ (2q2)). Here 1/k‖ decides
the wavelength of the parallel structure of the turbulence. Due to the ballooning
character of the modes considered, this is proportional to the safety factor (q).
The direction of these contributions to the pinch are governed mainly by the
considered mode’s drift direction, which is different for TE and ITG modes [7].
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The Z dependence in the parallel impurity compression is expected to be weak,
since the mass number is approximately AZ ≈ 2Z for an impurity species with
charge Z. The thermodiffusive contribution, however, can dominate the trans-
port for low Z impurities (such as the Helium ash and Beryllium from the wall),
thereby qualitatively explaining the observed Z scalings of the impurity peaking
factor seen in the appended articles. To see this, we look at the second order
correction to the thermopinch, which can become important for low charge num-
bers. Neglecting finite Larmor-radius effects and expanding the kinetic integral
to first order in ω/ωD, the thermopinch to second order goes as [7, 21, 24, 37]:
DTZ
R
LTZ
∼
(
ωr
TZ
TeZ
− 74
(
TZ
TeZ
)2)
R
LTZ
. (2.18)
Whereas the first order term is proportional to the driving mode’s real frequency
(ωr), and therefore outward for ITG modes (ωr > 0) and inward for TE modes
(ωr < 0), the second order term is inward, independent of the mode direc-
tion. This means that for light impurities and low enough mode frequencies, the
ITG mode driven thermopinch can change direction from outward to inward,
thereby increasing PFZ . This is illustrated in figure 2.1 and discussed in detail
in Paper II and Paper IV.
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3
Gyrokinetic simulations
3.1 Experiments in silico
The GENE code [30, 31, 38, 39] is a massively parallel gyrokinetic Vlasov code,
solving the nonlinear time evolution of the gyrokinetic distribution functions
on a fixed grid in phase space. In real space, the radial (x) and bi-normal (y)
dependencies are treated spectrally, i.e. those directions are discretised explicitly
in k-space, whereas the toroidal (z) direction is discretised in real space.
In this work, GENE simulations were performed in a flux tube geometry with
periodic boundary conditions in the perpendicular directions. The flux tube is in
essence a box that is elongated and twisted along with theB field as the field lines
traverse the tokamak, thus covering the poloidal and parallel dimensions. Its
application relies on the assumption that the scales of the phenomena of interest
are all small compared to the size of the flux tube. The periodic boundary
conditions also imply the assumption, that local effects dominate over global.
This may be true for some kinds of turbulence, whereas other modes have definite
global characteristics. An alternative simulation domain is the ‘toroidal annulus’
which explicitly resolves the poloidal direction as well, but retains the assumption
of locality in the radial direction. However, the advantage of this over the flux
tube domain is limited, and what is really required in order to investigate the
validity of the locality assumption is a global simulation domain, where gradients
etc. are allowed to vary with radius. With the steady advance of computer
resources, global simulations of plasmas are becoming feasible; however, this is
outside the scope of this thesis.
The instantaneous memory usage of a nonlinear GENE simulation is often of
the order of several gigabyte. This means that even conservatively saving run-
time data is unfeasible. Instead, GENE reduces the raw field data to physically
comprehensible fields, which are saved to disk at intervals specified by the user.
An example of this is shown in figure 3.1, where a cross section of the simulation
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domain is shown. The highlighted area corresponds to a cross section of the flux
tube, whereas the rest of the annulus is approximated from the whole three-
dimensional data set. The quantity shown is the fluctuations in the electrostatic
potential φ near the end of a TE mode simulation. The saved data can be loaded
into e.g. GENE’s native diagnostics tool, and after further refinement, data for
specific physical quantities can be extracted.
Images such as the one presented in figure 3.1 are useful for providing quick
“sanity checks” for the simulations:
• Are the turbulent features sufficiently small, compared to the domain size?
• Are they large enough, compared to the resolution?
• Are there features that look artificial?
Beyond that, however, the derived data is still difficult to compare directly
with experiments – numerical and physical alike – before it has been further
distilled. By performing different averages over the simulation domain, scalar
quantities are derived, such as mean fluctuation levels of particle densities and
of the electrostatic potential, and integrated particle and heat fluxes across the
flux tube. Since such scalar quantities are often what is needed for further
analysis, GENE by default calculates and saves a number of such averages at
regular intervals. Because they are scalars rather than fields, the resulting time-
series can afford a very good temporal resolution, without hampering simulation
performance or running out of disk space. Two such time-series are presented
in figure 3.2. They show the space averaged fluctuations in background ion
density (n2H) and impurity flux (ΓZ) for the same simulation as in figure 3.1.
GENE can also be run in quasilinear mode, a method that is considerably less
demanding when it comes to computer resources since the non-linear coupling
between length scales is ignored [31, 39, 40]. Here, the method is only used to
study one mode at a time, and only for the particular length scale kθρs of choice.
If the length scale is chosen appropriately, however, the quasilinear simulation
will capture the essential features of the dynamics, and it is useful for getting
a qualitative understanding of the physical processes. As used in this work,
it captures the contribution from the most unstable mode, not from any sub-
dominant modes. In the following, the methodology is the same as for both
kinds of simulations.
3.2 Post-processing
3.2.1 Time averaged quantities
In order to study the quantities of principal interest in this thesis the data needs
to be condensed into comprehensible quantities. The methods used to obtain
these are described in some detail in this section.
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Figure 3.1: A cut from the toroidal annulus made up of the flux tube as it twists around the
torus following the B field; see figure 1.2. Shown are the fluctuations in the electrostatic
potential (φ). A cross-section of the flux tube with the side ∼ 125 ρ is indicated. Data from
NL GENE simulation of TE mode turbulence at t ≈ 300R/cs; parameters as in figure 4.1a.
For non-linear simulations, the starting point for the analysis is usually an aver-
aged quantity, such as mean impurity flux: 〈ΓZ〉. Because the time-step in the
simulation is variable, a simple average of the data does not suffice. Instead, a
weighted average is performed, using the time-steps as weights:
〈ΓZ〉 =
N∑
n=n0
tn+1 − tn−1
2 ΓZ,n
N∑
n=n0
tn+1 − tn−1
2
=
N∑
n=n0
(tn+1 − tn−1)ΓZ,n
tN+1 − tn0−1
. (3.1)
Here ΓZ,n is the flux sampled at time tn, and times t < tn0 are discarded to ensure
that the turbulence has reached saturation.1 This is illustrated in 3.2, where
an uncertainty for the mean flux of ± one standard error has been indicated.
Though the average is fairly straight forward to compute, this uncertainty is
more subtle.
For N independent samples xi from a Gaussian process, the standard error σ of
the mean µ can be sought as σ ≈√Var[xi]/N . There are two reasons why this
cannot be used directly in gauging the uncertainty of our time-series:
1. the process is not a symmetric Gaussian, as can be seen from the bursty
nature of the time-series in 3.2;
1note that the (N + 1)th sample is also discarded, and only the time stamp is used
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Figure 3.2: Time series showing fluctuations in the main ion density (n2H) and impurity
flux (ΓZ) after averaging over the whole flux tube; see figure 3.1. The average impurity
flux (〈ΓZ〉) is calculated from ΓZ , discarding the first portion so as not to include the linear
phase of the simulation. 〈ΓZ〉 is used for finding the peaking factor for the impurity species;
see figure 3.3. NL GENE simulation with He impurities; parameters as in figure 4.1a, with
R/LnZ = 1.5. An estimated uncertainty of one standard error is indicated.
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2. the data points are highly correlated.
The first problem can be addressed by various Bayesian schemes [41–43], how-
ever, the ordinary variance measure still gives an honest and robust measure
of the spread, and – if the process is decidedly unimodal2 – a measure of the
quality of the mean value [44]. This is sufficient for our purposes, since the
spread of the time-series are of little interest except as weights in the further
post-processing. The second issue can also be dealt with, by seeking an ‘effec-
tive sample length’ s for the data, where s/N = Neff is the effective number of
samples in the time-series. This yields σ ≈√Var[xi]s/N . The quantity s is also
referred to as ‘statistical inefficiency’ and relates to the correlation time, τ , for
the time-series as s = 2τ/∆t, where ∆t is the (average) time-step between data
points [45, 46].3
Three methods of finding the sample length s have been compared in this work.
All three methods give similar results, with typically 10–12 effective samples
per 100R/cs (τ ∼ 5R/cs) for the time-series under consideration. The first
two methods use the auto-correlation, Φk, of the time-series as their starting
point [45]:
Φk =
〈Γi+kΓi〉 − 〈Γi〉2
〈Γ 2i 〉 − 〈Γi〉2
, (3.2)
where Γi is the ith data point, k is the distance in sample space, and 〈· · · 〉
denotes an average over i. The sample length s can then be calculated from Φk
as [45, 46]:
s ≈
M∑
k=−M
Φk, (3.3)
where s < M  N . Under the assumption that Φk decays approximately
exponentially with k, the sum in (3.3) can be evaluated explicitly. Assuming
the rate of decay with k is slow, the sum can be approximated to good accuracy
by finding s from Φs = e−2. For the time-series considered, this method agrees
within a few percent with (3.3), though the simpler method in general gives
slightly larger error estimates. This is likely due to the somewhat arbitrary
nature of the truncation of the sum in (3.3). This simpler method also lends
itself well to automated data-analysis [45].4
2i.e. the distribution has only one well-defined ‘bump’
3It should be noted that in the following it is assumed that ∆t is approximately constant.
If this does not hold, it is a good idea to approximate the data with a first order spline and
resample at regular intervals, using e.g. ∆tnew ≈ 2 〈∆t〉, before proceeding. For our time-
series, however, the difference in the result is negligible.
4An even simpler estimate is to only calculate the nearest-neighbour correlation (Φ1) and
estimate the exponential decay rate from this. By solving for Φs = e−2, this leads to s =
−2/ lnΦ1. Though this is a common method, and tempting in its simplicity, this estimate is
abysmal for our time-series, giving sample lengths an order of magnitude higher than any of
the other methods. This is because the decay for small k is not exponential in our data [42].
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The third method is called ‘data-blocking’. This method relies on dividing the
data into nB blocks of length M , with s < M  N . For each block j, the
block average 〈Γ 〉j is calculated, and the sample length can then be estimated
from [45, 46]:
s = lim
M large
MVar [Γblocks]
Var [Γall]
, (3.4)
where Γblocks is the set of nB block averages, and Γall is the original data set. For
the time-series analysed in this thesis this method has poorer convergence than
the other methods. This is because the block lengths needed are too long com-
pared to the total number of samples, which gives poor statistics for Var [Γblocks].
The method does, however, yield estimates of the same order of magnitude as
the other methods and has therefore been used as an additional ‘sanity check’
for the acquired results.
3.2.2 Peaking factors
Trace Impurities
The direct method of computing the peaking factor for trace impurities is to
compute the average particle flux for different values for the impurity density
gradient (−R∇nZ/nZ = R/LnZ ), and fitting the data to equation (2.16). This
is illustrated in figure 3.3. The curve fit was performed using the method of
least squares, taking the estimated error in the individual data into account [42,
43].5 The quotient of the obtained diffusion coefficient (DZ) and convective
velocity (RVZ) then yields the peaking factor (PF ), which quantifies the balance
of diffusive and convective transport for the impurity species (see section 2.5 for
details). The uncertainty estimate obtained from the least squares fit for DZ
and RVZ can then be propagated to give an error estimate for PFZ :
σPFZ =
√
σ2DZ
D2Z
+
σ2RVZ
(RVZ)2
− 2σ
2
DZ ,RVZ
DZRVZ
, (3.5)
where σ2DZ and σ
2
VZ
are the estimated variances of the diffusivity and pinch
respectively, and σ2DZ ,RVZ is the covariance of the two [42].
Finally, PF is calculated for several different values of e.g. the impurity charge (Z)
in order to obtain a scaling, which can be compared to experiments and other
models. Such a scaling is presented in figure 4.1a, where the sample followed in
the figures mentioned previously has been highlighted (©).
Main ions
For main ions equation (2.16) is not linear in R/Ln, wherefore a different ap-
proach is needed for finding the main ion peaking factor. As for impurities, the
5Since fitting a straight line to two data-points is trivial, ideally at least three simulations
should be performed in order to get reliable error estimates for the diffusivity and pinch.
In practice, at least for light impurities, the convergence is often good enough for the third
measurement to add very little information.
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main ion flux is calculated for several values of the density gradient; however,
instead of a straight line, a higher (typically second) order polynomial P (R/Ln)
was fitted to the data, and the PF taken as the appropriate root of P . The error
for PF was approximated by finding the corresponding roots of P ±max [σΓ ],
and using the difference between these roots as a measure of σPF .
3.2.3 Pinch contributions
Just as the convective velocity can be formally divided into its constituent
pinches, the peaking factor can also be decomposed [47–50]:
RΓZ
nZ
= DZ
(
R
LnZ
+ CT
R
LTZ
+ Cu
R
LuZ
+ Cp
)
=⇒ PFZ ≡ −CT R
LTZ
− Cu R
LuZ
− Cp, (3.6)
where the CT term comes from the thermo-pinch, the Cu term from the roto-
pinch, and Cp is referred to as ‘pure convection’. Here R/LnZ , R/LTZ and R/LuZ
are, respectively, the local scale-lengths of the density, temperature and toroidal
rotation profiles for impurity species Z. For trace amounts of impurities, all Ci
are constant, independent of the impurity gradients. Cp contains contributions
from curvature and parallel compression, and can be formally be written as Cp =
Ccurv + CcompZ/AZ . These components can also be found uniquely, however,
only if the impurities’ charge-to-mass ratios can be changed while artificially
constraining impurities’ Larmor-radii at their proper values [24, 51].
The contributions to the peaking factor can be found from (3.6) by computing
the impurity flux for an appropriate set of orthogonal combinations of gradients
and charge-to-mass ratios. Unfortunately, in GENE it is at present neither pos-
sible to specify the Larmor-radius, nor the toroidal velocity profile on a species
level. Therefore only CT and Cp are readily accessible, if we – for convenience –
define Cp to contain the Cuu′ term in the presence of sheared toroidal rotation.
One example of parameters is presented in table 3.1. For this set of parameters,
the components are computed as in the top-half of table 3.2. The table also
gives error estimates for non-linear data [42]. An example of this decomposition
is given in figure 4.3.
Since the peaking factor and its components are calculated from ratios of fluxes,
they can be calculated even from Γi given as quasilinear ratios, without an
assumed model for the turbulence. If, on the other hand, either a nonlinear code
or a quasilinear model extended with a model for the turbulent fluctuation level
is used, one can instead obtain the impurity pinches (RVZ = RVT,Z + RVp,Z)
and the diffusivity (DZ) directly, as per the bottom half of table 3.2.
Though this method is very straightforward and fairly transparent, it requires
choosing the parameters carefully, and has some additional drawbacks: The
method is not designed to use all the information in the data in order to get the
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best estimates of parameters and uncertainties, and therefore does not lend itself
well to decreasing the uncertainty by adding additional data points. This can
be remedied by using a more general method, for instance regression analysis or
Bayesian inference [42]. An example is given in appendix A, where the method
of least squares has been adapted to suit this particular case. For the parameters
in table 3.1, the two methods are equivalent.
Table 3.1: Parameters for test species for which contributions from diffusion, thermopinch
and pure convection to the impurity transport can be calculated. Impurities 0–2 are identi-
cal, except for the gradients of density and temperature; exp. denotes experimental value.
Species R/LnZ R/LTZ Γi ∝
0: 0 0 Cp
1: 1 0 R/LnZ + Cp
2: 0 exp. −PFZ = CTR/LTZ + Cp
Table 3.2: Calculation of the impurity peaking factor and its components, the impurity
pinches and diffusivity, and the their associated error estimates from data obtained using
the parameter sets in table 3.1. Here, σi denotes the estimated standard error of the
impurity density flux data Γi, and R/LnZ = 1.
quantity: calculation: error estimate:
CT,Z
R
LTZ
Γ2−Γ0
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
Γ2−Γ0
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
√
σ22+σ20
(Γ2−Γ0)2 +
σ21+σ20
(Γ1−Γ0)2
Cp,Z
Γ0
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
Γ0
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
√
σ20
Γ 20
+ σ
2
1+σ20
(Γ1−Γ0)2
PFZ −CT,Z RLTZ − Cp,Z = −
Γ2
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
Γ2
Γ1−Γ0
R
LnZ
√
σ22
Γ 22
+ σ
2
1+σ20
(Γ1−Γ0)2
RVT,Z
R
nZ
(Γ2 − Γ0) RnZ
√
σ22 + σ20
RVp,Z
R
nZ
Γ0
R
nZ
σ0
RVZ
R
nZ
Γ2
R
nZ
σ2
DZ
R
nZ
(Γ1 − Γ0)
/
R
LnZ
R
nZ
√
σ21 + σ20
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Summary of papers
4.1 Fluid and gyrokinetic simulations of impurity trans-
port at JET
Paper I deals with impurity transport due to ion temperature gradient (ITG)
mode dominated turbulence in the core plasma region of dedicated impurity
injection experiments #67730 and #67732 at JET. The main results are com-
parisons between experimental results and results from nonlinear and quasilinear
gyrokinetic and nonlinear fluid simulations for the impurity peaking factor (see
section 2.5) in the form of scalings of the peaking factor (PF ) with the impu-
rity charge number Z. The simulations were performed both with one impurity
species alone, and with impurities along with 2% C background, which is the
common scenario at JET.
A good qualitative agreement between the experimental impurity peaking and
both models was obtained, except for Carbon impurities, where the flat or hollow
profiles observed in experiments were not reproduced by the numerical simula-
tions. It was observed that the peaking factor increased rapidly for low impurity
charge, reaching a saturation for higher values of Z with 2 > PF > 3, which is
much lower than neoclassical predictions. Further, the effects of increasing the
charge fraction of impurities, of collisions, and of E×B shearing on the impurity
peaking were investigated. The effect of the E ×B shearing was included only
as a Dimits shift on the growthrates, neglecting roto-diffusion. All three resulted
in lowered peaking factors for the low Z impurities. Scalings with the ion tem-
perature gradient for different species of impurities were also obtained, and also
here a good qualitative agreement between the models was observed, though
the nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations predicted substantially higher fluctuation
levels than the fluid model.
The article was published in Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion in Octo-
ber 2011 (vol. 53, no. 10, p. 105005).
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4.2 Impurity transport in temperature gradient driven
turbulence
Rather than comparing with experiments, as in Paper I, the main focus in
Paper II is the comparison of numerical models: nonlinear and quasilinear gy-
rokinetics, and a computationally efficient nonlinear multi-fluid model. The sec-
ondary focus is the comparison of temperature gradient driven TE mode scalings
of the impurity peaking factor, with results for the ITG mode similar to those
studied in Paper I.
Scalings of the impurity peaking factor with the impurity charge number, and
with the background temperature and density gradients (R/LTi,e and R/Lne)
were obtained for both modes of turbulence. Nonlinear gyrokinetic scalings with
Z and R/LTe were obtained for the TE mode dominated case.
A falling trend of PF observed for increasing Z in the TE mode case was ob-
served, whereas for the ITG mode the same trend as in Paper I was seen, with
the peaking factor saturating at higher values of Z for both modes. This is il-
lustrated in in figure 4.1. A theoretical explanation for this difference was found
from the signs and Z dependence of the thermodiffusive contribution to the im-
purity convective velocity, which for TE modes is strictly inward under normal
circumstances; see section 2.6.
For all the scalings, the results show a good qualitative agreement between the
models. The quasilinear gyrokinetic simulations were observed to overestimate
the peaking factor, compared to the nonlinear results. The fluid results were,
however, shown to be sensitive to the choice of the parallel mode structure
assumed in the simulations, which may hint at an avenue of improvement for
the fluid model.
The impurity peaking factor was also compared to the main ion peaking factor
as calculated from fluid simulations. The main ion peaking was found to be
slightly larger than the corresponding impurity peaking factors.
The work included in this paper builds in part on results presented at the EPS,
PDC, and RUSA conferences in 2010; see page vi. It was published in Physics
of Plasmas in March 2012 (vol. 19, no. 3, p. 032313).
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Figure 4.1: Scalings of the peaking factor (PF ) with impurity charge (Z). Parameters
are q = 1.4, s = 0.8,  = r/R = 0.143 in both subfigures, with R/LTi = R/LTZ = 3.0,
R/LTe = 7.0, R/Lne = 2.0 for the TE case (figure 4.1a), and R/LTi = R/LTZ = 7.0,
R/LTe = 3.0, R/Lne = 3.0 for the ITG case (figure 4.1b). The error bars for the
NL GENE results in figure 4.1a indicate an estimated error of one standard deviation. The
sample for the He impurity acquired from the data illustrated in figure 3.3 and figure 3.2
is highlighted (©).
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4.3 Particle transport in density gradient driven TE
mode turbulence
The work in Paper III complements the work in Paper II by investigating im-
purity transport in TE mode turbulence driven by steep background density
gradients, as relevant to H-mode physics.
Main ion and impurity transport were both examined, and scalings with Z and
R/Lne obtained from a quasi- and nonlinear gyrokinetic model were compared
with results from the fluid model. The scaling with impurity charge was observed
to be weak for the parameters considered, and the peaking factor was shown
to saturate at values significantly smaller than the driving electron gradient
in the steep electron gradient regime. Good qualitative agreements between
the models were obtained, and it was observed that, for the TE mode, the
quasilinear gyrokinetic simulations usually overestimated PF , whereas the fluid
results underestimated it, compared to the nonlinear gyrokinetic results.
The work included in this paper was presented at the 13th International Work-
shop on H-mode Physics and Transport Barriers in 2011; see page vi. It was
published in Nuclear Fusion in November 2012 (vol. 52, no. 11, p. 114015).
4.4 Effects of the equilibrium model on impurity
transport in tokamaks
In Paper IV we returned to the JET discharge studied in Paper I. The new
focus in this study was the effect of additional realism in the simulations on
the impurity transport. Of primary interest was the effect of realistic magnetic
geometry. It was found that, for the parameters in question, elongation was
destabilising, and that the peaking factors were substantially lowered for impu-
rities with high charge number. By comparing diffusivities and pinches between
the different cases, it was concluded that the main reason for this was that the
pure convection – which is dominated by the curvature pinch – was lowered for
the shaped plasma. It was further seen that collisions had a considerable effect
on the peaking factors, increasing them for high-charge impurities. This was
found to be due to a lower diffusivity for all impurities in case with collisions,
consistent with the lower growthrates and fluctuation levels observed. For the
lighter impurities, this increase in the peaking factor was offset by a stronger
outward thermopinch than in the collisional case, bringing the peaking down to
the same level as in the collisionless case. By comparing the transport spectra
for these two cases, this difference could be attributed to the (inward) second
order term in the thermopinch, which is of less importance for the higher mode
frequencies observed in the collisional case. This is illustrated in figure 4.3.
The work was presented at the 2013 EPS, RUSA and WIT conferences. The ar-
ticle was published in Nuclear Fusion in January 2014 (vol. 54, no. 1, p. 013009).
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4.5 Gyrokinetic modelling of stationary electron and
impurity profiles in tokamaks
The final article expands from the field of impurity transport, into selfconsistent
treatments of quasi- and nonlinear electron and impurity transport. As a point
of departure the parameters from the Cyclone Base Case were used. These are
qualitatively similar to the parameters for the ITG mode dominated cases in the
previous articles.
It has been show, e.g. in Paper III, that the impurity peaking can be sensitive
to the background density gradient. Selfconsistent scalings of the electron and
impurity peaking factors were therefore calculated for several key plasma pa-
rameters, such as magnetic shear, ion–electron temperature ratio, collisionality,
safety factor and sheared toroidal rotation. As seen previously for impurities,
quasilinear simulations showed stronger peaking than the nonlinear, and also
higher sensitivity to the parameters under study. The electron peaking was seen
to be most sensitive to collisionality, magnetic shear and ion–electron tempera-
ture ratio, making a selfconsistent treatment of the impurity transport impor-
tant in these cases. The electron peaking was less sensitive to safety factor and
sheared toroidal rotation, and also to the driving main ion temperature gradient,
which nonetheless showed the expected stiff increase ion thermal transport, as
seen in figure 4.4a. The effect of main ion isotope was also studied, and seen
to be small, but significant for high collisionalities and ion–electron temperature
ratios.
The impurity simulations, using the obtained steady state electron gradients
for the background, showed that the simultaneous impurity stationary profiles
were consistently less peaked than their electron counterparts. The electron and
impurity scalings were mostly qualitatively similar, though less so for impurities
with high charge numbers, see figure 4.4b. The impurity scaling with toroidal
rotation was strong enough to lead to flux reversal for large toroidal velocities
for all impurities, despite the moderate trend seen for the electrons.
Explanations for the impurity scalings were sought from investigating the scaling
of thermodiffusive and convective contributions to the impurity peaking factors.
The article is to be submitted to Physics of Plasmas.
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Figure 4.4: Selfconsistent electron and impurity peaking factors, and ion heat flux scalings
for the Cyclone Base Case. ( a) shows stiffness of NL heat flux, while the NL PFe shows
only a moderate scaling. ( b) shows selfconsistent impurity PF scaling is differs with charge
number, and is lower than the corresponding electron peaking.
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A
Least squares formulation for
the impurity transport
This sections adapts the least squares method for use in finding the diffusion,
thermopinch and pure convection for impurity transport. For details on the
derivation and the terminology, see e.g. [42]. The most common use for the
method of least squares is probably that of finding the coefficients that give the
best polynomial fit for the data, for instance a straight line as in section 3.2.2,
or a second order polynomial as in section 3.2.2.In this section, however, we are
concerned with the coefficients of equation 2.16, which has a linear dependence
on two separate parameters: R/LnZ and R/LTZ . This situation is very similar to
that of finding the coefficients of a second order polynomial, but different enough
that it deserves some elucidation. In order to make the following calculations
more accessible, we reformulate equation (2.16)
RΓ
n
= Dnωn +DTωT +RVp, (A.1)
with DTωT ≡ RVT , ωn,T ≡ R/Ln,T ,1 and the Z has been dropped for clarity.
If we assume all data points Yk = RΓk/n to be independent and reasonably
Gaussian with uncertainty σk,2 then the least squares method can be adopted
for finding the optimal Dn, DT and RVp, and their respective uncertainties.
Equation (A.1) also gives a relation for the kth ideal datum:
yk = Dnωn,k +DTωT,k +RVp, (A.2)
1this is notation is ugly, but useful for its clarity
2σk relates to that of Γk in the same way that Yk relates to Γk: σk = RσΓ,k/n
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where ωn,k and ωT,k are the gradients used when acquiring the data point Yk,
and Dn, DT and RVp are the sought quantities. Based on this we define the
sum of the normalised residuals as
χ2 =
N∑
k=1
(
yk − Yk
σk
)2
=
N∑
k=1
(Dnωn,k +DTωT,k +RVp − Yk)2
σ2k
, (A.3)
The derivatives of (A.3) with respect to the parameters are
∂χ2
∂Dn
=
N∑
k=1
2 (Dnωn,k +DTωT,k +RVp − Yk)ωn,k
σ2k
, (A.4)
∂χ2
∂DT
=
N∑
k=1
2 (Dnωn,k +DTωT,k +RVp − Yk)ωT,k
σ2k
, (A.5)
∂χ2
∂ (RVp)
=
N∑
k=1
2 (Dnωn,k +DTωT,k +RVp − Yk)
σ2k
, (A.6)
which is the same as the components of ∇χ2. This system of equations can be
written more compactly on matrix form:
∇χ2 =
α δ δ β φ
 φ γ
DnDT
RVp
−
pq
r
 , (A.7)
where α =
∑
wkω
2
n,k, β =
∑
wkω
2
T,k, γ =
∑
wk, δ =
∑
wkωn,kωT,k,  =∑
wkωn,k, φ =
∑
wkωT,k, p =
∑
wkωn,kYk, q =
∑
wkωT,kYk, r =
∑
wkYk, and
wk = 2/σ2k.
The best estimate of the parameters are found at the minimum of χ2, which
is found at ∇χ2 = 0. This can be found by solving the linear matrix equation
for (Dn, DT , RVp), which is straight forward, but tedious. Once the matrix
inversion has been carried out, however, the covariance matrix for the system is
given by σ2nn σ2nT σ2nVσ2nT σ2TT σ2TV
σ2nV σ
2
TV σ
2
V V
 = 2
α δ δ β φ
 φ γ
−1 , (A.8)
where the diagonal elements are the variances of the sought parameters.
The procedure above is simple to implement, and can with fair ease be modified
to suit any formula which is linear in the sought parameters.
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“If I model a phenomenon accu-
rately, does that mean I understand
it? Or might it be a simple coin-
cidence, or an artifact of the tech-
nique? Of course, as an ardent sim-
ulationist, I myself put much faith in
Engine-modeling. But the doctrine
can be questioned, no doubt of it.”
Dr E. Mallory [1]
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